
Four piece 11’ rods compared

At Harrisons, we now have two 11’ four piece rods on offer. The first, the Harrison 
Advanced Rods 11’ 4 piece Avon has been around since 2002 and has won a lot of 
fans. It is based on our ever popular two piece Avon series. However, since we
designed the two piece rods back in the early nineties, British river fish have been
tending to grow bigger, UK anglers have been travelling abroard more, and there has
been a tendency towards bigger weights on the line. All of this suggested to us that we
should add a fraction more power to the Avon as we designed the four section model.

You can see from the photo comparing two and four piece models, that the actions are
very similar, but in use you will find the four piece rod does have touch more power.
This is because we use different materials in the butt sections of the two rods.
Different carbon fibres stretch at different rates and the two piece Avon butt fibres
will stretch further under dynamic load than the four piece. The Harrison Advanced
Rods 11’ 4 piece Avon is available as a rod, or blank or we can suggest a custom 
builder to help you get a unique tailor made product. Contact us for more information
on 0151 709 5981

Our second 11’ rod is sold under our new label: H-Design. The H-Design “Sulis” 11’ 
4 piece is a modified version of the original 4 piece Avon. It is modified subtly to
have a touch less power, and be a fraction faster.

So why do we need two 11’ four piece rods? 

We were getting asked for a rod with a finer tip, a rod that would cast a free lined
offering or float. In giving the original four piece a little more power, we had left a
gap for a faster actioned rod with a lighter tip. In the second photo you can see the
differences under static load are very subtle, but the tips do differ a bit. Don’t get me 
wrong, this is not a fast actioned rod, just subtly quicker than the original four piece.

For me, I would choose the H-Design “Sulis” 11’ 4 piece rod for fishing with lighter 
leads, and when I hold the rod a lot. I would choose the original Harrison Advanced
Rod, when the river is faster, leads are bigger or fish may exceed twenty pounds. I
designed both rod blanks so I am pretty much a fan of both.

It may boil down to taste, which you prefer. The specifications of the rods in terms of
finish differ a little, and I enclose some information to help you choose.
Steve Harrison 2004 



Harrison Advanced H Design
Rods
4 piece 11 Avon Sulis 11' 4 piece

Length 11' 11'
Weight 210g 186g
Tip Diameter 2.4mm 2.2mm
Butt Diameter 10.6mm 10.6mm
Joints Over fit Over fit
Reel fitting Fuji 18mm Dps 18mm Pipe
Handle All cork Cork and EVA
Blank finish Matt Carbon Gloss "smoke"
Tyings Black Black
Rings Three leg Three Leg
Carrying Tube No Yes

Harrison Advanced Rods, Sulis and H –Design are trademarks of Suremag ltd


